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                    1. What is UA MAP framework and how does it work?

                  

                  
                    
                      UA MAP is an informational web-resource, that was created in order to foster the attractions of
		 investments in areas of renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
		 The website contains the information about the resource potential of the country and certain regions, 
		 realized and potential projects (general and detaoled statements), acting legislation, etc. Step-by-step instructions for
		  implementing projects on "green" tariff and heat saling can be useful . Above all, UA MAP provides the communication 
		  between initiators of projects and investors. Detailed information is on a
		   link

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    2. How to find a project which is interesting for you?

                  

                  
                    
                      It is possible to select it in the base of all registered projects or accordind to the criteria of resource potential.
		 For a more accurate research we suggest to use filters,
		  that allow to choose an energy resource, the type of connection, a land plot, 
		  project capacity, etc.                      

                    

                    
                      
                        All available projects (you can activate filters in the upper left corner of the screen)go to the projects                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Resource potential (you can activate filters in the upper left corner of the screen)
		                          

                      

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    3. How to estimate the investment attraction of a project?

                  

                  
                    
                      Calculators will help 
Biomass Calculator
Wind Calculator
Solar Calculator

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    4. How to implement a project in Ukraine?

                  

                  
                    
                       Detailed information is in  step-by-step guidelines

                    

                    
                      
                        Project of energy sale by "green" tariff.
		 more                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Project of heat sale. more                        

                      

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    5. What laws define the project activity?

                  

                  
                    
                      
                          more                      

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    6. What to pay extra attention to?

                  

                  
                    
                      The interactive map in renewable energy, that indicates available possibilities of connection,
		 electrical substations, railway stations, etc. can be useful for investors (follow link at the end of list). 
		 more
		                       

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      A lot of useful information at the link. more                      

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    7. Recent news on UAMAP
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                    8. If you have any additional question or require our help please contact us:
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                    1. What is UA MAP framework and how does it work?

                  

                  
                    
                      UA MAP is an informational web-resource, that was created in order 
		to foster the attractions of investments in areas of renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
		The website contains the information about the resource potential of the country and certain regions, 
		realized and potential projects (general and detaoled statements), acting legislation, etc. 
		Step-by-step instructions for implementing projects on "green" tariff and heat 
		saling can be useful . Above all, UA MAP provides the communication 
		between initiators of projects and investors. (go over)

                    

                  

                

                
                
                  
                    2. Do you want to place a project on the map?

                  

                  
                    
                      Please complete a form on a link                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    3. How to define the reasonability of an investment project?

                  

                  
                    
                      Calculators will help 
Biomass Calculator
Wind Calculator
Solar Calculator

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    4. What are the main stages of project implementation?

                  

                  
                    
                       Detailed information is in  step-by-step guidelines

                    

                    
                      
                        Project of energy sale by "green" tariff.
		 more                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Project of heat sale. more                        

                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    5. Where to find financing for a project?

                  

                  
                    
                      The List of available programmes and possibilities more                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    6. Do you need you to edit a project?

                  

                  
                    
                      Please contact us:                          more

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    7. What laws define the project activity?
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                    8. What to pay extra attention to?

                  

                  
                    
  
                      A lot of useful information is on a link                           more                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    9. Recent news in energy sector
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                    10. Interesting activities and events 
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                    11. If you have any additional question or require our help please contact us: 
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